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Organisation

What are they
looking to 

achieve

Duration
of project

Sydney-based fund manager

Supporting their portfolio management teams, the fund manager provides 
a centralised service for non-investment functions such as Risk 
Management, Compliance, Operations, Sales and Distribution, Legal and 
Finance.

Creating a wholistic solution, the fund manager utilises the entire IC 
platform, including IC Data, IC Reporting and IC Control. 

This provides them with:
▪ Single store of portfolio related data
▪ Automated capture and load of data
▪ Data management capability including data verification and 

continuous quality assessment
▪ Data enrichment with both custom internal and market reference data 

from external vendors
▪ Data exchange / interaction with third party systems

o Pass signed off data to third party systems for processing. Accept 
third party system processed data (including investment 
performance returns - multiple period, analytical data and risk 
calculations

o Receive enriched third-party data (performance, risk analytics)
▪ Integrate reporting capability with advanced BI functionality
▪ Reconciliation capability

o NAV reconciliation
o Reconciliation to third party systems

▪ Exception based management to efficiently manage data issues
▪ Reporting capability

o Remove heavy reliance on excel and manual checking
o Standardisation through templates across Fund/performance/risk 

data
o Integrated workflow of Funds processing sign off

▪ Compliance control capability for assurance with investment 
management agreements

The project is set to commence immediately, with tangible benefits 
expected within two months.

Entire project is estimated at 4 months duration.



Do you see 
what IC ?



Single Source of Truth

IC
DATA

IC
REPORTING

IC
CONTROL

Analysis at Your Fingertips

Be Informed at All Times

▪ Investment Data Warehouse
▪ Book of Record
▪ Data Validation, Data Enrichment & Reconciliation
▪ Data Extracts

▪ Web-enabled Reporting
▪ Financial Reporting
▪ Regulatory Reporting

▪ Compliance Monitor
▪ Investment Performance Monitor
▪ Risk Tolerance Monitor
▪ Third Party Monitor

A state-of-the-art hosted solution



DATA
Single Source 

of Truth

IC DATACustodian

Fund 
Manager

Market Data
Performance 

Analytics

Risk Analytics

PMS

Key Features of IC DATA

Investment Data Warehouse – all 
your data in a single consolidated 
store

Book of Record – establish your own 
internal book of record which you can 
operate, tailor and manipulate 
efficiently

Data Validation, Enrichment & 
Reconciliation – ensure your data is 
trusted both inside and outside your 
organisation

Data Extracts – integrate seamlessly 
with downstream systems across your 
IT landscape

IC DATA provides a consolidated view of all your data
based on a comprehensive and proven investment
management data model.

The problem
Data management is a significant task for
investment organisations. It is ongoing and
constantly changing with complexity
arising from many disparate sources.

How does it affect you
These complexities puts unnecessary
strain on your organisation, often leading
to resources being allocated to costly
input data tasks, rather than focusing on
analysis and adding value to the business.

How we help
Investment Control Systems provides a
framework for you to efficiently manage
your data, allowing future seamless
business growth opportunities.
With IC DATA, you gain trust and
confidence in your investment reporting.

Multiple sources – one source of truth
IC DATA consolidates, validates and 
cross-references each data source 
input.

Data is transformed into a unified 
model. Your outputs speak the same 
language across all pathways.



REPORTING
Analysis at 

Your Fingertips

IC REPORTING turns your data into information. A user-
friendly interface that provides a window into your
business.

The problem
Data should be easy to access and
understand. This is often not the case.
Making sense and value of the data at
hand is a real challenge.

How does it affect you
Reporting based on disparate sources
creates noise, inconsistent information
and requires significant effort to validate.
Furthermore, the effort required to build
meaningful reports that add insight to the
business can be onerous and difficult.

How we help
Investment Control Systems supports you
in your development of rich and value-add
reports. This is an ongoing service. As your
requirements change, we continue to
provide a scaffold to your changing needs.

State-of-the-art data visualisation
Investment Control Systems has 
partnered with Microsoft to deliver a 
best-in-class visualisation tool through 
‘Embedded Power BI’.

Integrating with the system’s extensive 
data model, IC REPORTING turns data 
into value-add analytics in seconds.

Key Features of IC REPORTING

Web-enabled Reporting – access to 
analytics anytime and anywhere from 
the online reporting tools, including 
grid inquiry functions and state-of-
the-art interactive dashboard 
functionality

Financial Reporting – reporting that 
caters for a more fixed format, such 
as trial balances and profit loss 
statements, can be easily maintained. 
This is generally based on accounting 
data from your service provider

Regulatory Reporting – automate 
your regulatory reporting including 
data consolidation, validation and 
submission



CONTROL
Be Informed at 

All Times

IC CONTROL overlays your mandate rules and risk
tolerances across your investment data giving you
complete oversight of your business at any time.

The problem
Managing oversight of your business and
managers is a comprehensive task that
requires substantial effort, in-depth
knowledge as well as systems to support
this function.

How does it affect you
Although you can outsource the function,
you cannot outsource accountability.
Investment control is typically performed
internally in generic applications such as
Excel, increasing risk and manual effort
costs.

How we help
Investment Control Systems enables you
to seamlessly integrate your investment
control function, allowing you to be
properly informed at all times.

Powerful and flexible rules engine
IC CONTROL is based on a rules engine 
that gives you significant control of your 
oversight function.

Utilising data across the system, you can 
build virtually any rule which also 
incorporates alerting functionality to 
assist you in break and incident 
management.

Key Features of IC CONTROL

Compliance Monitor – post trade 
compliance monitoring across all your 
mandates and managers

Investment Performance Monitor –
monitor the performance of your 
funds and identify potential 
abnormalities before they become 
business issues

Risk Tolerance Monitor – ensure 
your business is operating within your 
risk tolerance levels at all times

Third Party Monitor – collate the 
results and outcomes from your rule 
executions to engage in meaningful 
conversations with your providers



The Leadership Team

CHRISTIAN ERIKSEN

Working for both local and international investment 
management organisations such as BT, Macquarie Bank and 
Nordea Investment Management, as well as a leading 
technology provider, Christian is highly skilled at understanding 
the client and help them improve efficiency in their business. 

MICHAEL SMALL

With over 20 years in investment technology, Mike has delivered 
information systems across the investment lifecycle; portfolio 
management, trading, risk & compliance, performance, trade 
administration & settlements, accounting, general ledger, 
financial and regulatory reporting for large scale organisations 
such as QBE, Aberdeen Asset Management, Equitilink and UBS.

JAMES INGHAM

A specialist in designing, building and managing performant 
information systems for financial service and investment 
businesses, James has a deep wealth of commercial experience 
in helping organisations to effectively draw tangible and 
profitable outcomes from their data.



Why work 
with ICS ?



Hosted Environment

No cables, no boxes.

Our solution is fully hosted using 
Microsoft Azure as the backbone

Industry Experience

Our background spans decades 
of operational experience at 

local and global asset managers 
and asset owners – from the 

driver’s seat

Australian Company

We are focused on Australian 
organisations with local and 

global requirements to scale and 
grow their businesses

Client Focus

We believe our clients must feel 
the ongoing relationship is one 
that delivers value beyond the 

technology we provide

“The relationship with ICS is 
beyond any other vendor we 
have used. They truly behave as 
a partner organisation. We can 
reliably call on their industry 
experience to assist us in 
establishing efficient and 
scalable operational processes.”James Fraser, Managing Director

Newell Palmer Investment Management
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